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Relevance to CMB Stage 4:

BICEP Array Insert:

Focal Plane Module:

•
•
•
•

This design uses the general idea of BICEP3’s compact design.
We verified the mechanical and thermal structure with
Solidworks® simulation. All the mechanical and electrical
components are scalable to the receivers at all frequencies.

We demonstrated a modular focal plane design in BICEP3, and will
use similar packaging for BICEP Array. Each of these modules
contains a 6” detector tile, multiplexing chips and their circuitry.
MUXs are located at the back side of the detector to make the most
efficient use of the focal plane area and for better magnetic shielding.

Modular focal plane architecture for ease of integration
Wide-band corrugation profile to minimize polarization leakage
Development of large-diameter edge filter (w/ Cardiff University)
Magnetic shielding design for apertures with high diameter-toheight ratio

Constraining foreground:

Each receiver focal plane will house
12 modules. We can replace and
repair individual tiles without affecting
the ones with good performance.

Large improvement in synchrotron constraints with just 1 year of
observations
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Large diameter edge filters:
Victor Buza & Cheng Zhang

History of BICEP/ Keck program:

We are working in close collaboration
with Cardiff University to develop
large-diameter (>= 530 mm) hotpressed edge filters. The patterning of
the individual metal-mesh layers has
already been developed on such
diameters. On the other hand, while
scaling the hot-pressing technique to
such diameters has not been fully
achieved yet as of February 2018,
significant progress has been made.

530mm

The BICEP Array module
utilizes silicon circuit boards to
achieve the high packing
density of cold readout chips
required at >=150GHz. The
box-like housing also provides
excellence RF and magnetic
shielding.

Wide Band Corrugation Profile:
Interaction between the edge antenna and the metal frame causes
differential ellipticity, resulting potential T to B leakage in our
polarization data. We designed corrugated walls to minimize this
effect. The latest design, using single and double corrugations,
eliminates the differential ellipticity caused by the metal frame over
57% bandwidth (25 to 45 GHz).

Magnetic Shielding:
We optimized the magnetic shielding configuration using
Comsol®. We were able to simulate the Meissner behavior of a
superconducting material. Our final configuration include a A4K
shield at 50K and a Niobium flared cup at 300mK, that allows us
to reach a shielding factor of 200. The Niobium/ A4K housing of
the detector module will provide another factor of 400 shielding.
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Detector design:

Frequency coverage:
Following the same approach as the Keck Array, each receiver will
cover a single frequency.
Frequency
Tiles
# Detectors
# Det/ Tile
Beam FWHM (arcmin)
NET per det (uK-rts)
Instr. NET (uK-rts)
3-yr map depth (uK-arcmin)
1-yr map depth (uK-arcmin)

30/40 GHz
12
192/300
32/50
76/57
260/318
21/21
7.5/7.5
13.0/13.0

95 GHz 150 GHz 220/270 GHz
12
12
12
4056
7776 8112/13068
338
648
1352/2178
24
15
10/8.5
288
336
699/1196
5.06
4.04
8.7/11.7
1.9
1.4
3.0/5.5
3.3
2.4
5.1/9.5
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Each pixel contains a set of horizontal and vertical antenna slots, to
capture two orthogonal polarization signals. These slots couple to a
Nb microstrip summing network for each polarization. The summed
waves pass through a on-chip band-defining filter with ~23%
bandwidth and terminate the power in a Al/ Ti TESs.

